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Welcome to the South Carolina Department of Transportation's online system for managing
Encroachment Permits. EPPS is a Microsoft SharePoint-based extranet solution that provides
secure access to records and documents by SCDOT staff and our customers.

Environment, Development Tools, and External Data Dependencies
This web application is Microsoft SharePoint-centric. The underlying technologies include SharePoint
Server 2013, SharePoint Designer 2013, Visual Studio 2017 (C#.Net), InfoPath 2013, and SQL Server
2014. The application consists of multiple SharePoint site collections (mitigates MS constraint of one
content database per site collection) which are developed and maintained on the corporate domain
(NTS). The end user interface is extended to a SharePoint web front end server located on SCDOT’s
extranet domain (SCDOTDMZ). Anonymous access is provided through a separate site collection
allowing one-time or infrequent users to access a limited set of forms and submit an encroachment
application.
2016 update: With the exception of EPPS, all SCDOT extranet solutions are accessible from both the NTS
and SCDOTDMZ domains. The NTS extension for EPPS was discontinued in order to mitigate an issue
when rehydrating Nintex Workflow instances from timer job queues following a pause for duration or
event.
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SCDOT staff developers create and maintain complex forms, reports, event receivers, workflows, and
batch processing jobs. Written in C#.Net, these custom solutions may contain vendor and/or opensource tools to provide or enhance the application’s features. Vendor and open source developer tools
include:

•

•
•
•
•
•

JavaScript. Open source libraries are stored in a SharePoint library and used to
enhance out-of-the-box features such as:
o Extended Workflow Actions
o Site Navigation
o Email with Multiple attachments
jQuery. SPServices is a jQuery library which abstracts SharePoint’s Web Services.
Used in non-InfoPath customized forms, the functions work entirely client side and
require no server install.
Muhimbi. This product is used in the user interface and Nintex workflows to convert of
common file types to Adobe PDF;
Nintex. This product is used to produce complex workflows including state machines.
Google Maps. This product is used in a custom user form to allow SCDOT staff to
precisely geocode encroachment work location from the street names and location
descriptions provided by customers. The license POC is David Bland (web team);
ESRI ArcGIS for SharePoint. This product is used to create maps displaying
geocoded locations.

External Data Dependency
EPPS has one critical External Data Dependency: Roadway Data Services is responsible for the collection,
analysis and reporting of information pertaining to SCDOT Road Inventory. This data is maintained in
the Roadway Information Management System (RIMS) and made available to most users through the
ITMS interface. EPPS uses a custom web service created by Rajib Banerjee (PMG’s Principal Consultant,
rajib.banerjee@pmgpro.com, (256) 457-6777) to provide methods to convert a geocoded location to
the “County - Route Type – Route Number – Auxiliary - Mile Point” format which is printed on approved
encroachment permit documentation.
Outage of the two RMIS web services creates a WORK STOPPAGE EVENT as Customers will not be able
to create new applications and Staff will not be able to geocode existing work locations.

Multiple Content Databases
Cross site collection management of application data and documents is achieved using custom solutions.
The intent is to manage certain EPPS lists such as the Permit Data, Routing Data, Special Provisions,
Locations, and Status and Review Logs on the current content database. Related Documents will be
migrated to a separate site collection with its own database (will require management of separate but
identical security).
In 2016, we began migrating documents to “secondary” content databases with a final goal to remove
all libraries from the original content database and create new “secondary” content database for
application libraries on a yearly schedule. The state retention schedule does not permit destruction.
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Content Types
Implementing Content Types will allow automation to create new lists and libraries as defined capacity
limitations are reached. The intent is to manage active master data records on one list (Permit Data).
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Applications/Permits that are complete, expired, canceled, or denied are required for reporting
purposes for one year. Afterward, they could be migrated to an archive list to accommodate retention
schedules.

Reusable Workflows
Implementing Content Types also allows for the creation and use of reusable workflows. As automation
creates new lists and libraries, these workflows will be correctly associated by content type.

Site Users and Security
A Site User must be a member of Active Directory before being added to a SharePoint group(s).
Accountholder Customers are members of the SCDOTDMZ domain and the Encroachment. Customers
SharePoint group. Accountholder customers have managed access to their own submissions and related
documents. SCDOT encroachment staff can provide access to additional documents.
Single-use or low-volume customers can use an anonymous form hosted on our internet site to submit
permit applications. Anonymous applications must be manually accepted as they do not automatically
trigger workflow automation. Once accepted, they are managed normally within EPPS except that all
contact with the anonymous customer is external to this application.
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Groups are given default permissions which can be overridden by breaking security inheritance on any list, list
item, document library, or document. [Security Scope Note: The “Limited Access” permission level is introduced
whenever inheritance is broken. This complicates the security management of the permit libraries because as
members are added or removed from security groups, SharePoint generates a new security scope that is
functionally equivalent to one that may already exist. The boundary for security scopes is 50,000 per library.]
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SharePoint: Lists and Libraries
Though residing in a content database on SQL Server, lists and libraries are not separate tables but
rather virtual constructs in the “AllLists” table. List items are stored in a “AllUserData” table while files
are stored in the “AllDocs” table. Metadata for “Permit Documents” is defined by a site content type,
but other lists use local data column definitions.

The above image was captured on 6/30/2015.
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The above image was captured on 6/30/2015.
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Many of these lists provide a central source for lookup values, configuration settings, or audit reporting.
For example, the “Encroachment Staff – County” list maps SCDOT county permit staff to three defined
roles (PM = Permit Manager, RME = Resident Maintenance Engineer, and RCE = Resident Construction
Engineer).

Similar lists map six District and eight HQ roles.
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SharePoint Interface
Web part pages can be created directly in the SharePoint user interface. The user can select from
available layout pages that inherit the site’s default master page and css file(s). This ensures the site’s
pages all share the same “branding”.

SharePoint: Site Pages
ASPX pages can be created directly in SharePoint, in SharePoint Designer, or in Visual Studio.
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SharePoint Designer
Site pages can be created and/or customized in Designer. J-Query and JavaScript are easily incorporated
into SharePoint solutions.
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InfoPath
InfoPath can be used to create fully trusted (locally installed) and/or web-hosted forms. Many of the
EPPS list forms have been customized using InfoPath.
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Post-Transaction Processing
Workflows: SharePoint Designer 2010 / Nintex
Workflows can be used to create, modify, and/or delete list items and library documents. Nintex
Workflow provides for the creation of state machines allowing less dependence on Visual Studio
workflows. Workflows can be automatically triggered by create and/or change events. They can also be
initiated manually or programmatically.

2018 Update: Few SP Designer Workflows remain in EPPS. The majority have been rewritten in
Nintex.

Event Receivers
There are circumstances that are better suited for Event Receivers. EPPS uses Event Receivers (C#.Net,
Visual Studio projects) to perform cross-domain, long-running calculations and/or other data-intensive
operations that would otherwise create performance issues. One example is the solution that updates
Permit Status information from the Routing Data Record to the Permit Data Record and the associated
Location Records.
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Adding a New Application
Flowchart
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Screenshots
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Application Form: Enhancements
This overview identifies new form features and their supporting configurations:
•

A new Section precedes the Application Form Body. Selection of an Encroachment Type will
display custom “checklist messaging” (TBD) and establishes the supporting documentation
requirements. In addition, this section on the anonymous form is filtered to disallow the
selection of DPE encroachment types (item 6).

•

The Checklist. This dynamic section displays a list supporting documentation requirements for
the selected encroachment type.
A resource list manages the questions, answer options (Yes/No/NA), and associated document
types for checklist items on DPE permit applications. This list will be used to populate the
dynamic checklist and file upload sections.

The “I understand the Checklist” checkbox must be selected before the Continue button is
shown. Clicking the button allows the user to begin filling the application form.
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Encroachment Type cannot be changed in the Application Form body section. To change it, the
user must start over (click the “create new application” link).
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•

Modeled on the current anonymous form feature, all forms will now provide the final “Upload
Documents” Section. Based on the requirements identified in the checklist section, users must
select and upload the required supporting documentation.
On the staff and accountholder versions, the “Encroachment Application (Signed)” is an option
(use checkbox). Users can also upload non-required files (no limit). The “Submit” button will
not display until files have been selected for all required documentation.
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DPE Checklist
The DPEs have proposed the following checklist to implement for DPE submissions only. The
checkboxes will be replaced with dropdowns to allow “Yes/No/NA” answers to conditional questions.
This checklist will determine the documentation requirements in place of the “default documents”
solution for county/utility submissions.

ENCROACHMENT PERMIT PROCESSING SYSTEM (EPPS) CHECKLIST
 Do you as the Applicant have written consent/authorization to act on behalf of the
owner or developer? Obtain Agent Authorization letter from owner.
 Signed Permit Application from applicant uploaded as a pdf into EPPS.
 Complete set of Site/Construction Plans signed and sealed by a Professional
Engineer that includes:
o Plans to scale
o Adequate roadway information (name, number, speed limit, right of way,
etc.)
o Driveway Spacing - Show measured distances from proposed driveway
to closest driveways and intersections on same and opposite side of the
road, distances shall be measured edge to edge from proposed driveway to
next closest driveway or intersection. (Figure 3-7, ARMS)
o Dimensions of all proposed driveway features (radii, width, throat length
etc.)(Chapter 3, ARMS)
o Adequate auxiliary lane storage and tapering as required
(Table 5-8 & Figures A-8 to A-10, ARMS)
o Adequate SCDOT/MUTCD Pavement Marking and Signage Plan
o Actual Intersection Sight Distance Triangle (Figure 7-24, ARMS) shown
on the plans at each requested Driveway left and right. Any obstruction
blocking a sight line will be the applicant’s responsibility to remove. The
applicant will be required to obtain easements for the removal of
obstructions on adjacent properties insuring that no obstruction will ever be
in that line of sight. These easements shall be recorded in your final plat.
Obstructions may include but not limited to roadside vegetation, signs,
Utilities, or landscaping on adjacent right of way or private property. Sight
Line Profiles may be required after the initial review by the DPE if
obstructions warrant.
o Pavement Design - Adequate asphalt section detail in accordance with
SCDOT Guidelines for Asphalt Mixture Selection (ask DPE if you are
unfamiliar)
o Driveway profile (Figure 3-4, ARMS)
o Stormwater and Erosion Control Plans with existing and proposed
drainage features and structures
o Current applicable SCDOT Standard Drawings
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o Traffic Control Plan
o Proposed utility encroachments (FILE AS SEPARATE PERMITS)
o As requested by DPE:
▪ Separate pavement marking plans
▪ Signing Plans
▪ Signal Plans
▪ Boundary Survey
▪ Landscaping/Irrigation plans (Chapter 9, ARMS)
 Drainage Calculations and Drainage Statement/Summary Table (PE Signed
and Sealed) providing evidence of no increase to the SCDOT Right of Way
(Chapter 10, ARMS)
o Pre and Post development release rates
o 2, 10, & 25-year storm for Secondary Routes
o 2, 10, 25, & 50 for US, SC, & Interstate routes
 Traffic Impact Study
o Include TIS concurrence letter
 Access Waiver (PE Signed and Sealed) – Provide completed forms for all waiver
requests in accordance with (Chapter 3, ARMS)
 Local Government planning acceptance letter
 DHEC acceptance letter
 Performance bond (Section 2C, ARMS)
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The Permit Data (Main Record)
The “command center” of the process automation is the Permit Data list item. From there, staff can
quickly access all information related to a Permit. Depending on their role, staff members may be
able to submit a new permit application on behalf of a customer, check the status of an existing permit
application; upload and/or browse related documents, add or update location data, add or update
special provisions, assign review tasks, perform review tasks, and update the permit status.
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Staff Views
Filtered views display currently assigned work items to the appropriate staff members:
• Pending Applications. These work items include newly submitted applications, those pending
additional information (from the customer), as well as those under review staff review.
• Assigned to other SCDOT Staff.
• Approved. These work items include applications that have been assigned permit numbers and
are ready for final preparations before they are issued to customer.
• Permits Issued to Customers.
• Site Inspections (scheduled).
• Expired Permits.
• Archives.
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Metadata Search
SCDOT staff members can also search for Permits.
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Routing Data (Staff Reviews)
This record provides for the assignment and tracking of staff reviews.
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Version History
All lists and libraries have Version History. The history of this Routing Data item shows the user interface
updates that have occurred for the entire life cycle of this item.
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Workflow History
Some lists and libraries have Workflow History. The history of this Routing Data item shows the
workflow updates that have occurred for the entire life cycle of this item.
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The details for a specific occurrence can be viewed by clicking the name or status link.
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Note 6/1/2015: Most “Log to History List” workflow actions have been turned off. In addition, all list
workflows have been modified to use new history lists. Reusable workflows (permit documents) were
republished to every library to use unique history lists.
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The Routing Workflow
Control Fields
Staff can use the “Requested”, “Next”, “Return To”, and “Completed” fields on the Routing Data record
to meet any workflow need. The “Current” field is read-only as it is managed by the workflow logic.
•

The “Requested” field is required by the workflow engine to make assignment decisions. It can
also be used by itself to set up parallel reviews or in combination with the “Next” and “Return
To” fields field to set up more complex routing that includes combinations of sequential,
parallel, and looping reviews.

•

Generally, it is not necessary to “unmark” anything. Unless you are an experienced user, this
will likely create unintended results. The exception is when a completed review needs to be
redone.

•

To create a review loop, a user should change the “Return To” field to themselves. Not fully
understanding how to use this field is the culprit behind most “boomerang assignment”
complaints.

•

The only time you should see an application in your “pending view” is when you are the
“Current” assignment and that means that the clock is ticking on you to do something. If you
see an application in that view that you don’t expect, then you should verify that you marked
your role as “Completed”. If that is not the problem, then you should notify the IT HelpDesk.
Remember: Marking another role as “Next” or “Requested” or “Return To” is not enough. You
have to mark your role as “Completed” in order to tell the workflow that it is time to change the
“Current” assignment.

Using these simple rules, I can demonstrate how to achieve the CPM-to-RME-to-DTE-back to-RME-back
to-CPM routing. When a new application is created, it is always assigned to the County Permit Manager
group. All staff assigned to this group will receive an email alert and see the application in their view of
pending applications. The routing data will look like this:
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Continuing our scenario, the CPM has determined that the next intended assignment should be County
Maintenance. All the CPM has to do is mark two checkboxes (highlighted) on the routing data:

The workflow will do its magic and assign the application to County Maintenance. Members of that
group will get an email and be able to see the application listed in their view of pending
applications. This is what the routing data will look like after the workflow runs:

Continuing our scenario, the RME determined that the next intended assignment should be District
Traffic. But the RME also wants the application routed back to them when District Traffic has completed
their review. To do that, the RME needs to mark two checkboxes (highlighted) and also change the
“Return To” value on the routing data:
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The workflow will now assign the application to District Traffic. Members of that group will get an email
and be able to see the application listed in their view of pending applications. This is what the routing
data will look like after the workflow runs:

In this case, District Traffic can have a very simple workflow experience. (We are keeping this scenario
simple, but if there was a need, then District Traffic could route the application to HQ Traffic before
returning it to the RME...). In our scenario, the only think District Traffic has to do is mark one checkbox
(highlighted):

The workflow will now assign the application back to County Maintenance. Members of that group will
get an email and (once again) be able to see the application listed in their view of pending
applications. This is what the routing data will look like after the workflow runs:
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The last intended routing is to return the (now hopefully approved) application to the County Permit
Manager. To do that, the RME will mark one checkbox (highlighted) and also change the “Return To”
(Rule # 3) on the routing data:

The workflow will assign the application to County Permit Manager. Members of that group will get an
email and be able to see the application listed in their view of APPROVED applications. This is what the
routing data will look like after the workflow runs:
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Email Notifications (Routing Workflow Action Item)
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Workflow Auditing: Actual Example
From: Green, James T
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 6:20 PM
To: Baskin, Ems
Cc: Wewer, Diane L.; Comalander, Holly H
Subject: RE: EPPS Email notifications

The intended EPPS routing logic:
1. Routing emails are only triggered when a new role is added to the Reviews – Current
Assignments control field. NOTE: Reviews – Current Assignments is a hidden control field and
staff cannot directly add/remove a role.
2. Routing can be complex. The solution can produce steps with sequential and/or parallel
assignments.
3. The DOM designed the routing logic with the idea that assignments begin and end with the
County Permit Manager which is the customer’s primary point-of-contact. However, the system
was later enhanced to provide the Return To field as an override. The default value for this field
is “County Permit Manager”, but it can be changed to create repeat loops in the workflow when
one reviewer requires feedback from another before finishing their review.
4. The system will add and/or remove roles from any/all of the control fields as necessary. For
example, the system will remove the role listed in Return To from the Reviews - Completed
when all other roles have completed their assignments.
5. The routing logic compares the roles listed in the five control fields to determine what (if
anything) to do:
• Reviews – Completed. These are the roles that have completed their assignment.
• Reviews – Current Assignments. These are the roles currently assigned to a review
task. Roles are removed from this control field when added to Reviews – Completed.
• Reviews – Next Assignment(s). When Reviews – Current Assignments becomes empty,
these roles are assigned.
• Reviews – Requested. When Reviews – Current Assignments and Reviews – Next
Assignment(s) are both empty, these roles are assigned.
• Return To. When Reviews – Current Assignments, Reviews – Next Assignment(s), and
Reviews – Requested are all empty, then this role is added to Reviews – Current
Assignments and removed from Reviews – Completed. By default, this is the County
Permit Manager (CPM), but can be changed by any intermediate reviewer that desires
feedback from a second reviewer before routing to a third. When this function is used
by an intermediate reviewer, they must restore County Permit Manager to the role in
Return To when they complete their (final) review or else the application will not route
back to the CPM.
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As concerns Application 200010131, Diane Wewer has never marked her role (County Permit Manager)
in the Reviews – Completed; therefore, the routing logic found nothing to do. If/when she marks her
role complete, the system will assign it to District Traffic because it is listed in Reviews – Next
Assignment(s).

As concerns Application 200008018, the explanation gets more complicated. The first problem is that
John Backstrom has two roles, County Permit Manager and County Maintenance. This can create some
unintended results if John doesn’t fully understand how the routing logic works. Hopefully, my
explanation of this routing history (screenshots below) will help him and everyone else:

•

Version 1: EPPS initialization of new application using impersonation = James
Green. The result was:
o Current = County Permit Manager (An email was sent to Diane Wewer, John
Backstrom, and William Steele)
o Return To = County Permit Manager
o Requested = County Permit Manager
o Next
=
o Complete =
o When ready to route to the next reviewer, I would expect a member of the
County Permit Manager group to mark their role as Completed and to mark other
role(s) in Next and/or Requested.
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•

Version 5: John Backstrom performed a manual update.
o Return To = County Permit Manager
o Requested = County Permit Manager
o Next
= County Permit Manger
o Complete = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance
o Okay. John is a member of the County Permit Manager group, but this is a nonconforming scenario because he marked County Maintenance as Completed
without marking it Requested or Next. The issue is that the workflows will likely
produce an unexpected result.

•

Versions 6, 7: The EPPS Workflows adjusted the control fields based on John’s updates.
o Current = County Permit Manager (No change = no email.)
o Return To = County Permit Manager
o Requested = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance
o Next
= Empty.
o Complete = Empty.
o As I suspected, there was an unintended result. The first workflow added County
Maintenance to Requested because the role was listed in the current value
[database] of Completed. But then later in the code, County Maintenance was
removed from Completed because the role was not listed in the current value
[database] of Current, Requested, Next, or Return To. Also note that County
Permit Manager was removed from Completed by virtue of the Return To
logic. In any case, the current assignment will remain the same until someone
marks County Permit Manager as Completed.

•

Version 16: Diane Wewer performed a manual update.
o Return To = District Traffic
o Requested = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance
o Next
= District Traffic
o Complete = District Traffic, County Permit Manager
o This is another non-conforming scenario where District Traffic is marked
Completed on the very same update that first identifies it as Requested and
Next. In this case, the role is removed from Next. She also marked County Permit
Manager as Completed, so since County Maintenance is listed in Requested, the
workflows will make that the current assignment. County Maintenance will get
an email (surely a surprise) and will hopefully mark it as Completed (again). The
system should then assign it to District Traffic by virtue of the Return To logic.

•

Versions 17, 18: Two EPPS Workflows adjusted the control fields based on Diane’s
updates.
o Current = County Maintenance
o Return To = District Traffic
o Requested = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance, District Traffic
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o Next
= Empty.
o Complete = County Permit Manager, District Traffic
o As expected, this update triggered a change in current assignment. I verified that
an email was sent to John Backstrom and Bobby Usry.
•

Version 23: Ems Baskin performed a manual update.
o Return To = County Permit Manager
o Requested = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance, District Traffic
o Next
= Empty.
o Complete = County Permit Manager, District Traffic
o Okay; at this point I’m a little disappointed that not even one appropriate routing
update has been recorded. In any case, the current assignment will remain the
same until someone marks County Maintenance as Completed.

•

Versions 24, 25: The workflows found nothing to change.

•

Version 28: Diane Wewer performed a manual change.
o Return To = District Traffic
o Requested = County Permit Manager, County Maintenance, District Traffic
o Next
= District Traffic.
o Complete = County Permit Manager, District Traffic
o As already mentioned, the current assignment will not change until someone
marks the current assignment, County Maintenance, as Completed.

•

Version 29, 30: The workflows found nothing to change.
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Documents
A unique document folder is created for every Application. Document libraries are managed in
“secondary” content databases to mitigate performance and database size issues.
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Special Provisions
Special Provisions can be tailored for a project. Other times, the defaults (by encroachment type) will be
sufficient.
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Encroachment Work Locations
The initial work location information is captured on the Application form as simply County and Road
Name(s). If it is determined that an application can proceed for review, SCDOT staff will map (at least
one) of the work locations. This is a required step before a Permit Number can be assigned to the
request (aka, the Application).

Google Maps API + RIMS Web Service: Mapping Locations
The EPPS geocoding solution uses the Google Maps API to transform the simple “County” + “Road
Name” information provided by the Customer into Latitude/Longitude. EPPS then calls the RIMS Web
Service to transform the Lat/Long into “County” + “Route Type” + “Route Number” + “Auxiliary” + “Mile
Point” which is the format preferred on EPPS Permit documentation:

•

Google Maps understands “Road Name” + “County” + “State” which is required to put a
location marker on the mapping interface.

•

The RIMS Web Service understands “Longitude” + “Latitude” and converts that to
“County” + “Route Type” + “Route Number” + “Auxiliary” + “Mile Point”.

•

Google Maps API provides the “Get Directions” function to draw the connecting line
between the Beginning and Ending Points. As you will see later in this discussion, that
can lead to some unexpected (but manageable) display results.

The initial location data is passed to the Google Maps API which results in a marker on the map and the
population of latitude and longitude for that point. The user can move the marker to improve precision
before checking the “Valid” box. The lat/long data is then passed as parameters to the RIMS web
service which returns the County, Route Number, Route Auxiliary, and Mile Point(s).
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Mapping Challenges
Working with the EPPS mapping solution is not without challenges. There are some situations which
require some guidance and experience:

•

The precision of the transformation provided by the ITMS Web Service is usually pretty
good, but it can vary. This means that you might want to map MP 0.6, but the mapping
module might only give you MP 0.599. The explanation for this is that the precision of
Latitude/Longitude has a variance as does the ITMS conversion. In other words, absolute
precision, absolutely every time, is not something the EPPS mapping module can
achieve.

•

When only “Longitude” + “Latitude” is provided, the ITMS Web Service will return the
Route Information for the highest priority road (Interstate, US Highway, State Highway,
etc.) in the near vicinity. This can lead to undesired results for locations where multiple
state-maintained roads intersect, converge, or closely parallel.

•

When “County” + “Route Type” + Route Number” + “Auxiliary” is provided in addition
to “Longitude” + “Latitude”, the ITMS Web Service will validate that the road is in the
near vicinity and return the Route Information for just that road. This is the core logic
for the “Manual Update” feature on the user interface.
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Mapping challenges SCDOT staff have encountered.
Charleston County needed to map a section of Virginia Avenue that was a little south of Interstate
526. The problem is that while the route information starts off correct (S-58), if you move it closer to
the desired location, it changes to I-526. The pointer is located on Virginia Avenue, but north of I526. We note that the Route Type (S-), the Route Number (58), and the Auxiliary (None) are correct for
Virginia Avenue. The corrective action in this case is: immediately click “Manual Update”. NOTE: If the
route information had not been correct, staff can MANUALLY CHANGE it using the three (modifiable)
route information fields.
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Anytime the Route Type, Route Number, and Auxiliary information is correct is the perfect time to click
“Manual Update” and “lock in” that information. Otherwise, every time you move the pointer, the ITMS
web service is going to update the route information. Notice that after clicking “Manual Update”, all
route fields are greyed out. If the “locked in” information is wrong, you can start over by clicking the
“Reset” button.

The staffer could then move the pointer where ever she needed because now the map will not allow the
“locked in” Route Type, Route Number, and Auxiliary information to change. When the staffer moved
the pointer slightly south of I-526 to get closer to the desired work location and the route information
did not change (other than the mile point – which is a good thing).
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Then it was time to zoom and work on the Mile Points. PLEASE NOTE: It is usually impossible to obtain
nice round numbers. In this case, the staffer wanted to record MP 0.6, but no matter how carefully she
tried, the ITMS web service would only return MP 0.599. This is due to the precision of the ITMS web
service. The latitude/longitude information provided by the Google Map is transformed by the ITMS
web service into the nearest Mile Point (in thousandths). While doing this for the beginning or ending of
a road is easy, mile points elsewhere are nearly impossible to get nice round numbers...
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Done.
Orangeburg County came across two very interesting challenges in a recent project. The staffer needed
to map sections of two intersecting roads: Hooligan Way (S-2036) and 5 Chop Road (US-301). First, he
tried to map Hooligan Way. But when the map opened, the pointer was nowhere close to desired
location. In fact, it looked like it had been simply dropped in the middle of the county.
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Okay, so what was really going on? The answer is that Google’s database doesn’t contain Hooligan
Way. In this case, someone needs to send a request to Google that it be added. However, this doesn’t
stop us from actually mapping the location.
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I used RIMS’ Street Finder interface to search for Hooligan Way and found it.

The result is that I now know where to move the location marker to on the Google Maps interface. But I
also realize that there is more to this challenge - while looking at the map, I recognize that I have to map
a secondary road that is in the very near vicinity of two higher priority roads (an Interstate and a US
Highway). From my experience, I know that no matter how far I zoom in or where I place the pointer,
the precision of the “Longitude” + “Latitude” is going to be insufficient for the RIMS Web Service to
return S-2036. Sure enough, it either returns I-26 or US 301.
Important Note: The “Route Type”, “Route Number”, and “Route Auxiliary” fields are modifiable and
there is a button titled, “Manual Update”.]
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At this point in the exercise, our map pointer is in the right place, but the route information is
wrong. This is when we need to use the “Manual Update” feature. First, we modify the “Route Type”,
“Route Number”, and “Auxiliary” fields. Then click the “Manual Update” button. The result is that the
manually entered Route Information is valid and now it is “locked in”!
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With the route information now “locked in”, we can move the location marker to increase the precision
of the “Mile Point” without changing the Route Information. And when we map the Ending Mile Point,
it inherits the same Route Information.

One down...
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Next, the staff member needed to map “5 Chop Road”. This time he was able to quickly add the two
milepoints and finalize the work location. But before he moves on to something else, he always checks
that the location has been mapped properly. Was he ever surprised: Google Maps had drawn an
amazing five-mile loop to traverse 100 feet of 5 Chop Road (US Hwy 301). So, what was really going on?

The important bit of information is that Google Maps understands that US Highway 301 is a divided
highway. Since the staff member placed both pointers in the West bound lane, it created a scenic tour
to cover what was supposed to be about a hundred feet. We can see that clearly if we zoom in.
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The choice was to either move both pointers to the East bound lane or reverse the Beginning and Ending
Points. Either way, Google then drew the line we expected to see.
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Road missing in RIMS
It doesn’t happen often, but sometimes a road is missing in RIMS. Road swaps with counties and
municipalities do occur, and someone will need to add, remove, or update milepoints for roads in the
database. Here are instructions for accomplishing both of those tasks.
Someone in each county maintenance office should have access to manage the HMMS “Road Name
Table” illustrated below. Updates may take a few minutes before they are reflected in the web service
data, but not more than 10-15 minutes. Below is a screen shot of the HMMS Road Name maintenance
screen. To get to this screen you click on the Tables menu then the Work Status sub-menu then the
Work Request sub-menu then finally the Road Name sub-menu.
Tables menu
Work Status sub-menu
Work Request sub-menu
Road Name sub-menu to display the Road Name screen.
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Adding additional locations to an existing application
Navigate to the “Location Information” for your application and click the “Add new item” link

Enter data in the first four fields (the other fields will be populated when you map the location). Please
note that you will have to manually enter the “Application Number”. Also, do not include route
information in the “Road Name” field.

Click “Save”. Now click the link titled “Click for Map” to map the new work location.
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If you view the location properties, you can see that the mapping feature has populated the “Mapped
Address” and “Route” information.
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ESRI ArcGIS Maps for SharePoint: Displaying Locations
The ArcGIS Maps web part is a JavaScript-based web part for SharePoint. It allows an administrator with
ESRI credentials to create and configure dynamic, interactive maps which display geocoded items from
SharePoint lists combined with layers from ArcGIS-hosted feature services.

County Maps (Greenville County is illustrated below) provide filters by current status. Selecting a
location displays a popup with additional information about the application/permit and includes a link to
the main Permit Data Record.
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System Messages
Email (Verbiage Templates)
Below in blue italics please find the proposed wording for e-mail to applicant acknowledging receipt of
encroachment permit application. For account holders, an e-mail with this response will be
automatically sent upon receipt of the application. For anonymous users, the e-mail with this response
will be automatically sent upon “acceptance” by the county customer service person that determines
the application to be legitimate.
SC Department of Transportation has received your encroachment permit application and has
assigned Application #
system generated application #)_______ to this request. This application will
be processed and you will be contacted if additional information is needed or once the review is
complete. If you have any questions regarding this application, you may contact the County Permit
Manager by e-mail at: (CPM e-mail automatically generated) or by phone at: (county maintenance
unit phone number automatically generated) . Please reference your Application # in any
correspondence. Thank you!

Below in red italics please find the proposed wording for e-mail notification for approved permits for
account holders. The e-mail with this wording should be generated automatically when the CPM
changes the status to “Permit Issued to Customer”.
Review of your encroachment permit application is complete and has been approved. Your
encroachment permit number is: (system generated permit #) . You should log into your account to
access the approved permit documents including any special provisions or other accompanying
documents. Please review the complete package and contact the County Permit Manager if you have
any questions. You may contact the County Permit Manager by e-mail at: (CPM e-mail automatically
generated) or by phone at: (county maintenance unit phone number automatically generated) .
Please reference your Permit # in any correspondence. Please also remember to contact the County
Permit Manager prior to beginning construction of this encroachment. Thank you!
For anonymous users, the CPM will manually send an e-mail similar to the above and will include the
approved permit documents.
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How to: “Build the Final Package” and “Notify the Customer”
There are two distinct customer groups (accountholders and external). The County Permit Manager
must determine to which group his customer belongs in order to understand whether the system will
auto-generate an email to the customer or whether a manually processed notification is required. The
best way to determine the customer group is to examine the “Customer Account” field on the Permit
Data record (also visible on Documents). If empty, the customer is external. Otherwise, the customer is
an accountholder.

Managing Permit Documents
The system provides document-level security. This functionality is necessary to create a controlled
environment for accountholders. When a new application is created, the system automatically creates a
set of folders in the Permit Document library. The main folder is named “Application Number #########” and contains a subfolder named “Approved Documents”.
By default, accountholders are given permissions to the main folder so that they can upload new
documents for the application. However, customers cannot see and have no permissions to the
“Approved Documents” subfolder until the Permit Status is changed to “Permit Issued to Customer”.
Even then, the Permit Manager must also mark the “Give Customer Access?” filed on the “Approve Final
Documents” view to give the Customer access to the individual documents.
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In addition, accountholders have no default permissions to documents uploaded by SCDOT staff. If and
when it is determined that a staff document is to be made available to the customer, a SCDOT staff
member must use the “Approve Final Documents” datasheet view to accomplish the security update.
The next section contains instructions for accessing the datasheet view along with some other helpful
information.

The “Approve Final Documents” view has a secondary function: “Give Customer Access”
To access this view, you must first reveal a set of “Library Tools” tabs on the ribbon. Start by selecting a
document (click on the checkbox that appears when you move your mouse to the left of the document
icon). That will active the ribbon and you should see the “Library Tools” tabs. Click the “Library” sub-tab
and then use the dropdown under the label “Current View:” to select “Approve Final Documents”.

Mark one or more checkboxes in the column “Give Customer Access?”. This will trigger a function that
will give the Customer permission to view the marked document(s). When finished, change the view
back to “All Documents”.
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About SharePoint’s Datasheet Views
SharePoint‘s Datasheet Views are actually Access Web Datasheets. As opposed to SharePoint’s standard
one item limitation for update views, the usefulness of this view is that you can make changes to a row,
and then immediately move on to the next row. The view takes care of sending your changes to the
server and communicating the status back to you, without disrupting your work.
When you add or edit a row, the Access Web Datasheet sends the change to the server, marks the row
as pending, and displays the Pending (
) icon in the row header (far left column). When a row has
pending changes, you should not edit the row until the changes are committed. However, you can
successfully edit other rows while the last set of changes is being sent to the server.
When the view gets a response from the server, it updates the row accordingly. If the edit resulted in a
conflict or error, the row header shows the Conflict ( ) icon or the Error ( ) icon. If the edit was
successfully committed, the Pending icon is removed, and the row is made available for additional
editing.
If you attempt to refresh or move away from the view when there are pending changes, you will be
prompted to wait until all of your changes are committed. Based on the server response, you may need
to resolve conflicts or errors. The submission of pending changes should only take a few seconds to
complete.
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**Warning: Save Conflicts**
There are two types of Save Conflicts that you may encounter when working in Access Datasheet Views.
The first type will occur when a document or item is “checked out” by another user. The first step in
resolving the problem is to contact the person who has the document “Checked Out” and ask them to
“Check In” the document. [Note: Users should avoid using “check out” unless they expect to edit the
document. And while system admins can override check out – be aware that unpublished changes
made by that user will be lost.]
The following illustration shows messaging that occurred as a result of a conflict with workflow
automation. Please note that the option, “Retry My Changes”, may not be effective. In most cases, you
will have to click “Discard My Changes”, refresh the screen, and reenter them.

A second type of save conflict can occur when trying to make a change to a row you’ve already changed.
This problem occurs because a Workflow is automatically triggered for any change on these documents
or their metadata. For example, let’s update the column to “Give Customer Access?” and then move to
another row. T
The view submits the update to the server. The server performs the update but also starts the workflow
that updates the item-level security. To perform the security action, the workflow must “check out” the
item. If you attempt to make another change on the item before the workflow is finished (normally a
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few seconds), you will create a conflict (basically with yourself). Again, you will have to click “Discard My
Changes”, refresh the screen, and reenter them.
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Building the “Final Package” (Approved Documents)
Once the Application has been approved, it can be issued a Permit Number which then allows the
standard Permit document to be generated. The County Permit Manager reviews the documents and
determines which should be moved to the “Approved Documents” subfolder. To move the documents
into the folder, access the “Approve Final Document” view (see earlier section for detailed instructions).
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Mark the “Approved Document?” column for all documents you want to move. If this is for an
accountholder, then also mark the “Give Customer Access?” column before moving to another row (to
avoid Save Conflicts). When all documents have been processed, change the view to “All Documents”.

The system automation will move the documents to the subfolder and apply security updates to allow
the customer access. As stated earlier in this discussion, the customer will still not be able to see or
access the “Approved Documents” subfolder (or its contents) until the Permit Status is changed to
“Permit Issued to Customer”.
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Notifying the Customer (Accountholder)
When the Permit Status is changed to “Permit Issued to Customer”, the system will automatically send a
notification to accountholders and update security on the “Approved Documents” subfolder.

Notifying the Customer (Anonymous User)
There is no automated notification for anonymous customers. This communication must be manually
initiated by the County Permit Manager. To assist with this manual effort, there is a content webpart on
the library screen that displays the template language provided by David Cook. The webpart is only
visible to SCDOT Staff and Admins. There are three placeholders in the message body: “Permit
Number” plus County Permit Manager “email” and “phone”.

Before preparing an email for the Anonymous Customer, the final documents should be moved into the
“Approved Documents” subfolder (see earlier section for instructions). Now it is time to click on the
“Approved Documents” subfolder. You should also select and copy the email template to your
clipboard.
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Now you can select the documents you intend to send as attachments to the customer. This action will
open the ribbon. Find the “Email Documents” function in the ribbon and click it.

You will likely need to maximize the email dialog.
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First thing: verify that the files you intend to send to the Customer are listed as “Attachments:”. Note
also that the “From:” field should default to you (the current user).

Now you can paste the email template you copied earlier into the “Body:” and then replace the “Permit
Number”, “Email”, and “Phone Number” placeholders. Enter the “Subject:” (Kenny/David: Is there a
convention or template?) and the Customer’s email address in the “External email addresses” field.
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You should receive a confirmation. Click “OK” to close the email dialog.

This is what external customers receive.
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Hurricane Evacuation Notices
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The user interface to initiate “Evacuation Notices” can be accessed using the link found under the “Staff
Functions” navigation headings. To better manage EPPS limited system resources, only one Region can
be selected at a time. To process multiple Regions, repeat the process.

Click “Send Notices” and then “OK” on the “Are you sure..?” message.
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The “Processing, Please Wait…” message may persist for several minutes while the program is working.

Eventually, the user will get the “Success” message.
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This is an example of the email that is sent to Customers who have an active permit on an evacuation
route.

This is an example of the email sent to all members of the EORS User Group when the process
completes.

The report is saved to the EPPS “Reports” library.
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This is an example of the report.

There are two resource lists that support the process: “Evacuation Regions” and “Evacuation
Routes”. The initial values for these lists were supplied by Walter Reed and can be maintained by any
member of the “EORS User Group”.
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These are the current members of the “EORS User Group”.
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Here is an example that illustrates how Encroachment Permit # 160914 would be selected for email
notification by this process:
Step 1. An authorized user selects a Region. For this example, let’s use “Region 1” which contains Aiken
County.
Step 2. The system selects Permit Data records by county and status. Permit # 160914 is selected
because County = “Aiken” and Status = “Permit Issued to Customer” (one of the active statuses).
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Step 3. The system checks the encroachment locations for Permit # 160914 to see if any are on an
Evacuation Route and within the Beginning Mile Point – Ending Mile Point range.

In this example, the encroachment location is on Route 125 and in the BMP – EMP range and will be
selected for an evacuation notice.
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Weekly Reports
Weekly reports (Excel) break out performance metrics by District, County, and Current Status.
Processing times are calculations and recorded by an event receiver attached to the Permit Data Record
while a scheduled task on the server produces the reports each Monday morning.

EPPS Processing Time Calculations
EPPS processing time calculations are displayed in calendar days. No allowance is made for weekends or
holidays. Processing Time is recalculated every time that “Permit Status” is changed until a decision is
made. SCDOT staff members are responsible for timely and accurately changing “Permit
Status”. SCDOT Processing Time can be negatively affected by the following:

•

Staff not changing status from “Application Approved” to “Permit Issued to Customer”.
While “Application Approved” does mark the business decision, it does not stop
processing time because there are additional required tasks that precede customer
notification.

•

Staff not monitoring for anonymous applications. Processing Time starts immediately
upon the proper submission of the application.

•

Staff not monitoring for long duration reviews. SCDOT staff members have access to
multiple data views and reports that identify the applications assigned to them and the
current value of processing times.

Total Processing Time is the duration starting from the application submission (timestamped by the
system as “Create Date”) and ending when Permit Status is changed to reflect that a decision has been
rendered. An indicator called “Time Active” is used to identify applications that are subject to time
adjustments. It is set to “No” the first time that Permit Status is changed to “Permit Issued to
Customer”, “Application Canceled”, or “Application Denied”). If an application is subsequently
reopened, as happens for processing waivers and extension/modification requests, the additional
processing time is not counted. Please note that staff attempts to “game the system” by prematurely
recording a decision (to stop time calculations) and then reopening the application for normal
processing are identifiable in the database version histories and will be identified by periodic system
audits.
The current process produces calculations (within 1 day) for Customer and SCDOT Processing Time(s)
are stored on the Permit Data record. An event receiver is triggered by any change to the Permit or
Routing Data information and determines if an update to the processing time fields is necessary. A
nightly batch job is run at approximately 3:00 AM that updates all “Time Active” applications so that the
processing times calculations are current each morning.
Customer Time is the sum of all durations when Permit Status is equal to “Application Pending
Additional Information”. Please note that while no time is charged against SCDOT staff for these
durations, the “Time Active” indicator will continue to show “Yes”. SCDOT Time is the difference
between Total Processing Time and Customer Time.
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The final value of “Total Processing Time” is then calculated as follows:

•

“Permit Issued to Customer”. This will also set a new field called “Issued Date”. Total
Processing Time = Issued Date – Create Date.

•

“Application Canceled” or “Application Denied”. Total Processing Time = Decision
Date – Create Date.

The following screenshot is of the April 20, 2020 weekly report.
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DOM Dashboards and Press Releases.
Encroachment Permits are usually mentioned in State of the SCDOT press releases. EPPS generates a set
of Excel files to support the Director of Maintenance Dashboard solution created by Roger Daley (is this
still valid?)
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Future Updates
Refer to the SSG Task Management System,
http://depts.sharepoint.dot.state.sc.us/IT%20Services/ITS_SSG for additional information concerning
maintenance and support tasks.
Refer to the ITS_SSG/SPS/Project Documentation library,
http://depts.sharepoint.dot.state.sc.us/IT%20Services/ITS_SSG/SPS/Shared%20Documents/ for
additional information concerning system enhancements.
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